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ABSTRACT 
This paper is mainly concerned with characterizations of complex matrices which 
are expressible as a product of finitely many specified quadratic matrices. The 
complex matrices are characterized under the condition that the specified quadratic 
matrices T with spectrum a(T) = (a, /3} satisfy (1) (Y = 1 PI = 1, (2) ICYI = 1 PI = 1, 
(3) (Y = 1 and 1~1 = p, or (4) 1~~1 = 1 and 1~1 = p, where p is a positive number 
different from 1. Moreover, the minimal number of required quadratic matrices is 
determined in terms of their determinants and sizes. On the other hand, products of 
two invertible quadratic matrices are also characterized, and various necessary or 
sufficient conditions are obtained for products of three invertible quadratic matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A complex matrix T is called of quadratic type if p(T) = 0 for some 
polynomial p(x) of degree 2. In the cases that p(x) = x2 - x, (x - l)‘, and 
x2 - I, the corresponding types are called idempotent, unipotent of index 2, 
and involution, respectively. These matrix types are so simple and elegant 
that it seems very natural to consider the problems of characterizing matrices 
expressible as a product of finitely many quadratic matrices of such types. 
*The research was partially supported by the National Science Council of the Republic of 
China. 
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Indeed, all three factorization problems have appeared in the literature for 
some time (see e.g. [l], [4], and [15]). Since the polynomials x2 - x, (x - 1j2, 
and x2 - 1 are of the form x2 - (a + 1)x: + a with (Y = 0, 1, - 1, respec- 
tively, this motivated us, in [I4], to investigate when a matrix is a product of 
finitely many quadratic matrices satisfying x2 - (a + 1)x + CY = 0, where 
cy # + 1 and ok = 1 for some positive integer k, and to consider the - 
minimal number of required quadratic matrices in such expressions. In this 
paper, we continue to study the factorization and its related length problems 
of such kinds (for the definition of length, see [17, p. 361). But this time, the 
quadratic matrices under consideration are enlarged to more complicated 
classes. 
Before giving a more precise description, we need some notation and 
conventions. Throughout this paper, all matrices are assumed to be square 
matrices with complex entries. In the following, det T denotes the determi- 
nant of a matrix T; c+(T) and ran T its spectrum and range respectively; 
rank T the dimension of ran T; ker T the kernel of T; and dim ker T the 
dimension of ker T. The n X n identity matrix is denoted by I,, or I if the 
size is not emphasized. Next, for any complex numbers (Y, P and for any 
positive number p, we denote 
Q a,P = Qa,ab) 
= {n X n matrices T satisfying T2 - (a + P)T + (Y@Z = 0}, 
Q, = Q,(n) = Q,,dnh 
IQ], = IQl,(n) = U Q,,,(n) 
Ial=p 
141,~ = lQl,,l(n) = lJ Qa,&+ 
lal=p,l/.l=l 
We define Q,,Q, *a* Q,, 
of k matrices be$n 
as the set of all n X n matrices which are products 
‘ng to the k classes Q,,, respectively, and abbreviate 
QnkQa, *-* Q,, !? as Q, if CY~ = CY~ = a** = ffk = cr. Also, we define lQl”p and 
lQl,,l in a similar way. Moreover, we define 
Q:= 6Qk IQI; = (-j IQ& and IQ&,1 = (j lQl”,,1. 
k=l k=l k=l 
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In the long history of research on products of quadratic matrices, charac- 
terizations of Q!, (products of two involutions) appeared in the literature 
first. Djokovic, Hoffman and Paige, and Wonenburger [3, 7, 161 proved that 
T E Q! 1 if and only if T is similar to T- ‘. Then, Gustafson, Halmos, and 
Radjavi [4] showed that T E Qrl if and only if det T = f 1, and that 
QT1 = Q!r but Q”-lh> Z Q!,(n) f or n > 5 (that is, the length of involu- 
tions is four). Analogous results for products of unipotent matrices of index 2 
were found by P. Y. Wu and the author. In [15], we showed that T E QT if 
and only if det T = 1, and that the length of unipotent matrices of index 2 is 
four. Moreover, we characterized T E QT as that T is “almost” similar to 
T-l. 
Another class of quadratic matrices whose products have been fully 
discussed is the class of idempotents. Ballantine [l] showed that T E Qi if 
and only if rank (I - T) < k dim ker T. Along these lines, recently, in [12] 
we studied Qi for any (Y E C, (Y # 0, + 1; and in [14] we investigated Qz, 
where ok = 1, and discussed the related length problems for the cases that 
(Y3= 1, Ly 4=1 oro5=1 
Here, in this’paper, we turn to study characterizations of the classes [Ql”, 
and IQI”,, 1, and to consider their corresponding length problems. But first, in 
Section 2, we characterize the classes Q,,Q,,. For any complex numbers 
ol, oyp which satisfy or, (~a # 0, f 1, (Y~LY~ # 1, and lal~,1l # 1, we show 
that a matrix T E Q,,Q,, if and only if T is similar to (D @ a,cu,D-‘) 
@[(I - PQ) @ a,a,(Z - QP)-‘1 as [q(Z - XY) @ a&Z - YX)-‘1 @ Z @ 
a,a,z CD a,z a3 cYzz @ cp, CD [(cr1a2)1’2z + Jj] @ c;:, CB 
Hap,) ‘/‘I + ~~1, where 0, 1, or, (~a, (Yr(Ys, * (a,o,> 1’2 e (T(D); a(D) 
n o(a,a,D-‘) = 0; PQ, QP, XY, and YX are nilpotent; and all Jj and Jk 
are nilpotent Jordan block of even size (Theorem 2.11). 
The study of characterizing the classes lQl”, and IQ& 1 is divided into two 
parts according as p = 1 or not, and will be discussed in Section 3 and 
Section 4 respectively. In Section 3, firstly, we obtain some necessary or 
sufficient conditions for T E Qa,Q,,Qa, 
T E IQl&d, 
or IQIT. Especially, we show that if 
th en dimker(T-hI)<$n for any AEC and lhl#I 
(Corollary 3.2). Then, we show that an n X n matrix T E IQIy<n) if and only 
if T E IQlT, l(n) if and only if ldet T( = 1. In either case, the minimal number 
of required quadratic matrices is n if n = 1 or 2,3 if n = 3 or 4, and 4 if 
n > 5 (Theorem 3.8). It is interesting to compare this result with a result 
obtained by Ballantine [2] that T is a product of four psuedoinvolutions if and 
only if ldet T) = 1. 
Now, we are in a position to introduce our work in Section 4. The theory 
of products of quadratic matrices developed in Section 4 has a strong 
resemblance to the theory of sums of idempotents. For sums of idempotents, 
it was shown by R. E. Hartwig and M. S. Putcha [5], and independently by P. 
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Y. Wu [18], that a matrix T is a sum of finitely many idempotents if and only 
if tr T is an integer and rank T < tr T. (Here tr T denotes the truce of T.) 
For products of quadratic matrices, we show that, for any positive number 
p # 1, a matrix T E /Q/T [IQl”,,,] if and only if logrldet TI is an integer and 
rank (T - Z> < logp]det TI [ rank (T + &I) < log,ldet TI for some complex 
number E with 1~1 = l] (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2). These two theorems are 
“multiplicative” versions of the above idempotent sum result. Moreover, 
using a scheme like that in [ll], we tackle the corresponding length problem 
of lQl”,,l, and obtain an answer to this problem in terms of the determinant 
and the size of T (Theorem 4.11). And for matrices with size 2, 3, 4, or 5, we 
provide a complete solution to this problem (Theorems 4.11, 4.15, and 4.16). 
As noted before, the study of products of two quadratic matrices has been 
going on for a long time. The classes Qi, Q!i, QiQ_ i, and Qf where 
characterized in [I], [3], [13], and [15] respectively. In this section, using a 
scheme like that in [13], we continue to characterize the classes Q,,Qa,. 
Throughout this section (Ye and CY~ denote fixed complex numbers which 
satisfy czl, C_I~ z 0, + 1, cxlcxz z 1 and IcI~cx~~I z 1. We start with the follow- 
ing 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T = TI CB T, be an invertible matrix with a(T,) n 
a(cx,cu,T~‘) = 0. Then T E Q,,Q,, if and only if both T,, T, E Q,,Q,,. 
Proof. We need only prove the necessity part. Assume that T = RS, 
where R E Q,, and S E Q,,. Let 
A little computation yields that 
R; + R,R, = (a, + l)R, - a,Z, s; + s,s, = (c$ + l)S, - a,z, 
R,R, + R,R, = (a, + l)R,, s,s, + s,s, = (Q2 + l)S,, 
R,R, + R,R, = (q + l)R,, s,s, + s,s, = (C$ + l)S,, 
R,R, + R4” = (cq + l)R, - qZ, s,s, + s,2 = (a2 + l)S, - a,z 
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and 
Hence 
R,S, + R,S, = T,, R,S, + R,S, = 0, 
R,S, + R,S, = 0, R,S, + R,S, = T2. 
RzTz = R,R,S, + R,R,S, 
= [( a1 + l)R, - (~~1 - R;]S, + [( cxl + l)R, - RIR,]S, 
= -qs,+ [(a,+l)R,-R;]S,+ [(q+l)Z-R&-R&) 
= -qs,. 
Similarly, we have T,S, = - a2 R,, R,T, = -a,S,, and T,S, = -cY~R~. 
Therefore, R,T, = ~x~oJ~T;~R, or T,R2 = R2((rla2Ti1). Thus o(T,) n 
a(a, a,Ti’) = 0 implies that R, = 0 (cf. [9]). By symmetry S, = 0. So 
T, = R,S, E Q,,Q,,. The same holds for T,. ??
Before proceeding, we remark that the key idea in proving our main 
result (Theorem 2.11) of this section, which we have used several times 
before (see e.g. [12,13,15]), is to decompose a matrix T into several parts 
with disjoint spectra and then use Lemma 2.1 to treat each part. The next 
lemma handles the case that a(T) = {l, (pi (Ye}. Recall that complex matrices 
A and B are said to be linked if A = XY and B = YX for some conformable 
X and Y. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T = (I - M) @ a,cxJZ - N)-‘, where M and N are 
nilpotent. Then T E Q,,Q,, if and only if M and N are linked. 
Proof Necessity: As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, let T, = I - M and 
T, = a,q(Z - N)-‘. Then we have 
[R, - ((~1 + WIT, = [R, - (ai + W](W + R,S,) 
= (-R,R, - a,z)s, + [R, - (a1 + i)z]RBs3 
= R,R,S, - a,S, + RIR,S, - (aI + l)R,S, 
z -a1s, + [R,R, + R,R, - (a1 + ~)R,]s, 
=- aIs,* (1) 
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T,[S, - ((Ye + l)Z] = -a2R1. (2) 
Using (1) and (2), we obtain 
R&‘Tl) - ( a2T;l)R1 = (1 + a;l)q - (crZ + 1)Z. (3) 
By assumption CY~ (Ye # 1, so a(c~;~T,> n ~r(cz,T;~> = 0. Thus the Rosen- 
blum operator ~~aJrF~XaF~T,j, which is defined by r~aorF~XuF~T,j(X) = 
cxZTc’X - c.r;‘XT, for each matrix X having the same size as TI, is one to 
one (cf. [6, Corollary 3.2]), and hence 
R, = (CqT, - cQT;y[(l + cql)T, - (a2 + l)Z]. 
Therefore, 
R,R, = (a1 + l)R, - a,Z -R; = (I - R,)(R, - qZ) 
= (CqlTl - a,T;l)-l 
x[ a;‘Tl - +T,’ - (1 + a;‘)T, + ( a2 + l)Z] 
X(% IT, - CQT;‘)-~ 
x[(l + a;‘)T, - (a2 + l)Z - Tl + cqc~,T,-~] 
= -(a;‘T, - CI~T;~)-~(Z - T,)(Z - a,T,-‘) 
X(Z - a;‘T, )( Z - cw,a,T;l). 
Similarly, 
R,R, = -(a); ‘Tz - a,T;‘)-‘( Z - T2)(Z - a,T;‘) 
X (Z - ct;‘Tz)( Z - cy,c~,T,-~). 
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Now, let 
x= -(cq 9, - u,T,‘)2(z - ru,T,‘)-l 
x( I - CQT, )-‘( z - “1cx2T;1)-1R, 
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and 
Y = R,. 
Then XY = M and 
YX = -R3( a; lT, - a,T;l)z(I - cQT,‘)-l 
x (I - a;‘T,)-‘( I - CQ~~T,~)-~R~ 
= - a2T;l - q1T2 ( )'(Z - a;lT,)-l(Z - CQT,-')-~(Z - T,)-'R,R, 
= N, 
since R,(a,‘T, - a,T;l) = (cu2TT1 - (Y;~T~)R~, R,T, = a,cx2T~‘R, and 
R,T;’ = ( aI a,>-‘T, R,. This completes the proof of the necessity. 
Sufficiency: Assume that M = XY and N = YX. Let 
Then R E Q,,, S E Q,,, and 
[ 
I-XY (a,-l)X+xYx 
RS = 
0 a,Y(Z - xY)-y(a, - 1)X + XYX] + qazz + cY,YX I 
i 
I-XY (ffz - l)x+XYx = 
0 q( z - YX)_‘[( (Y2 - 1)YX + YXYX] + a,a,z + a,YX 1 
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since Y(Z - XY>-1 = (I - YX)-lY. The latter matrix is similar to T, and 
thus T E Q,,Q,,. ??
LEMMA 2.3. Let T be a matrix with a(T) c (1, LYE aJ. Then T E Q,,Q,, 
if and only if either T = I, T = CY~ a!2 I, or T is similar to (I - XY ) B, 
a,a,(Z - YX)-‘, where XY and YX are nilpotent. 
Proof. First, we consider the case that a(T) = 11). Assume that T = 
Z + N, where N # 0 is nilpotent. If T E Q,,Q,,, say then T = RS, where 
R E Q,, and S E Q,,. 
Case 1. If R = I, then (1) = c+(T) = u(S) E {l, era}. This implies that 
S = Z and thus N = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. If R = +I, then 11) = c+(T) = a(cr,S) G {cxl, (Ye. Hence 
a1 = 1 or czyloz = 1, which is impossible. 
Case 3. We may assume that 
z 0 
R= 0 a,z [ I 
is nondegenerate. Since T = RS, we have 
R( a;’ T) - (~,T-~)R = ~;‘R~S - a2s-l 
= cql[(al + 1)R - cqZ]S + S - (a, + 1)Z 
= (1 + cy;‘)T - (cx2 + 1)Z. 
This implies that R = (cr;‘T - a2T-‘)-1[(1 + cw,‘)T - (a2 + 011, since 
the Rosenblum operator rcagT-~XOI;~Tj is one to one (cf. [6, Corollary 3.21). So 
TR = RT. Let 
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A little computation yields that T, = T3 = 0, and hence S, = S, = 0. There- 
fore S4 E Q,,. Thus {l) = c+(T,) = a(cy,S,) G {a,, cylcxJ, which is absurd. 
So the necessity follows. 
The sufficiency is clear, and the case that a(T > = { a1 a2} is analogous. SO 
the proof is complete by Lemma 2.2. ??
LEMMA 2.4. Let T = a,( I - M) CD a,(Z - N)-‘, where M and N are 
nilpotent. Then T E Q,,Q,, if and only if M and N are linked. 
Proof. Necessity: As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, with T, = c_xl(Z - M) 
and T, = a&Z - N)-‘, we have 
and 
R,R, = -(ql T, - cr2T;‘)-‘(I - T,)(Z - cr2T,‘) 
x(Z - a,‘T, >( Z - “PzT,‘) 
R,R, = -(q ‘T, - CI,T,-‘)-~( Z - T,)( Z - a2T,-‘) 
x(Z - a,‘T,)(Z - c~,a,T,-~). 
Now, set 
Y = R, 
and 
x= -(a; ‘T, - CX~T,‘)~(Z - Tl)-l(Z - CX,T;~)+(Z - cqc~~T;~)-‘R~. 
Then M = XY and N = YX as desired. 
Sufficiency: Assume that M = XY and N = YX. Let 
R= 
[ 
(y1z 
Y(Z -xY- 
1 ~1 and S = [’ 1: (~z~~~JP~~XY~], 
Then R E Q,,, S E Q,,, and 
RS = 
[ 
‘yl(Z - m> cq((Y2 - 1)X + a,xYX 
0 Y(Z -xq-‘[(cr, - 1)X + XYX] + (Y2z + YX 1 
‘yl(I - m) cq( a2 - 1) x + CqxYx = 
0 (z-YX)-1Y[(n2-1)X+xYX] +a,z+yx 1 ’ 
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since Y(Z - XY-’ = (I - YX)-lY. The latter matrix is similar to T, and 
thus T E Q,,Q,,. ??
LEMMA 2.5. Let T be a matrix with a(T) c (a,, CYJ. Then T E Q,,Q,, 
if and only if either T = a,Z, T = CY~ I, or T is similar to cr,(Z - Xy > @ 
a&Z - YX)-‘, where XY and YX are nilpotent. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to Lemma 2.3, and is omitted. ??
Next, we will investigate the product problem in the case that 
1, a,, az, cxlaz @ a(T). The following lemma gives a necessary condition for 
T E Q,,Q,, in such a situation. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let T be an intiertible matrix with 1, aI, CY~, a1a2 g a(T). 
If T E Qa,Qa,> then T is similar to a,a,T-‘. 
Proof. Assume that T = RS, where R E Q,, and S E Q,,. Let V = RS 
- SR and U = RS’ - SRS. Since 
V 2 = RSRS + SRSR - RS’R - SR2S 
= RSRS + SRSR - R[( cx2 + 1)s - cr,Z]R - S[(a, + 1)R - a,Z]S 
= RSRS + SRSR - ( cx2 + 1) RSR + cx2[( cxl + 1) R - qZ] 
-(a, + 1)SRS + c&a, + 1)s - cx2Z] 
= RSRS + SRSR - ( a2 + 1) RSR - ((Ye + 1) SRS 
+ cxz(q + l)R + (Y,(LY~ + 1)s - 2a,a,Z 
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and 
( “I”oT-1)2 = ( a,a,S-1R-‘)2 
= {[(a, + 1)Z - S][(a, + 1)Z - RI}’ 
= [( (Y1 + l)( (Yp + 1) z - ( c-I1 + 1)s - ((Yz + l)R + SRI” 
= ( (Y1 + l)“( CT2 + 1)“Z - ( (Y1 + l)“( (Y2 + 1)s 
-(cq + l)((Y, + 1)“R 
+(q + l)(ae + l)SR + ( cY1 + l)(a, + l)RS + SRSR 
-( (Y2 + 1)RSR - ( Q1 + l)SRS + ((Yl + l)( erg + l)SR 
-( 0!2 + 1)SR2 + ( lyl + l)( (Y2 -I- l)SR - ( (Y1 + 1)VR 
+(“I + 1)“s’ - ( (Y1 + ly( (Y.2 + 1)s + ((Y2 + 1)2R2 
-( cxl + l)( CQ + 1)2R 
= (q + l)(a, + l)[(q + l)(a, + 1)Z 
-(cq + 1)s - (a2 + l)R + SR] 
+( ctl + l)( cx2 + l)T + SRSR 
-(cQ, + 1)RSR - (a, + 1)SRS 
+( cr2 + l)S[( crl + l)R - R”] 
+(a1 + l)[(cx, + 1)s - S2]R 
+(a1 + 1)2[s” - (cy2 + l)S] 
+( CY~ + 1)2[ R2 - ( a1 + l)R] 
= LyI(Y2( cxI + l)( Ly2 + 1)P 
+( LY~ + l)( cx2 + l)T + SRSR 
-(a2 + l)RSR - ( a1 + l)SRS + al(ct2 + 1)s 
+ cx2( ctl + l)R - cx2( cxl + 1)2Z - q( cx2 + 1)2Z, 
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we have 
V” = T” + (cY~cx~T-~)’ - ( a1 + l)( (Ye + l)T 
- (YILyz(q + l)(cQ + l)T_’ 
+ [ a,( (Y, + 1)’ + cQ( (Y1 + 1)’ - 2cq4 z 
= [ a,T + c+,T-’ - al( aI + a,)Z] 
x [ a,‘T + a,T-’ - (a,’ + q)Z] 
= (T - a,Z)( all - ~qa,T-~)( a;‘T - a,Z)( Z - T-l). 
By assumption, 1, crl, q, cxlcx2 P a(T); therefore, V is invertible. So U = VS 
is invertible too. Thus, our assertion follows from UT = (a, + 1)RSRS - 
c&q + 1)RS + qa,S - SRSRS = a,a,T-‘U. ??
Note that the converse of Lemma 2.6 is not true in general. In fact, it is 
known that if u(T) = {(cY,~,)‘/~} or (T(T) = {-(ala,)‘~2}, then T is 
similar to a,a,T-’ (cf. [3, Lemma l]>, but not every such T E Qa,Qn,, as 
the following lemma shows. Recall that Jk denotes the nilpotent Jordan block 
_ of size k: 
Jk = 
0 1 0 
0 1 
1 
0 0 
LEMMA 2.7. Zf T = (ala2) “‘Z + ]k Or T = - (qa,> ‘/‘I 
k is odd, then T E Q,,Q,,. 
+ Jk, where 
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Proof. Assume that T = RS, where R E Q,, and S E Q,,. Let p = 
rank(Z - R) and q = rank(Z - S). Then 
k = rank( Z - T) = rank( Z - RS) 
< rank( Z - R) + rank( R - RS) 
= rank( Z - R) + rank( Z - S) = p + q 
and 
k = rank( Z - ala,T-‘) = rank( Z - a,a,S-‘R-l) 
< rank(Z - a,R-‘) + rank(cwrR-’ - a,a,SelR-‘) 
= rank(Z - alRW1) + rank(Z - a,S-‘) 
=k-p+k-q=2k-p-q. 
Hence p + q = k. It follows from det R = a/‘, det S = LY.~, and det T2 = 
det R2 det S2 that ((Y~(Y~‘)~-~P = 1. This forces la,c~;~1 = 1, since k is 
odd, a contradiction. ??
LEMMA 2.8. Zf T = [b,a,) @ Kq4 
T = k-bla2) 1’2z + JJ @3 q1 
1'2z +jJ $ cp, 
8 [-(a,a2)‘/2Z +Jk,l, 
‘/‘I + Jkj] or 
where k is oa!d, 
then T e Q,,Q,,- 
Proof. First we assume that T = [( cu,a,)‘/“Z + Jk] $ cj’= 1 $ 
Kap,Y2Z + Jk,l = RS, where R E Q,, and S E Qaz. We obtain, as in the 
proof of Lemma 
[(cy$> “‘I 
2.2 with T, = (a,a2)‘/2Z + Jk and T, = Cj’=, 8 
+ Jkjl, that 
[R, - ( aI + l)Z]T, = -cqS, (1) 
and 
T,[S, - (a2 + l)Z] = -a2R1. (2) 
If k = 1, then T, = (‘Y~‘Y~)~/~ and a;‘T, = a2TL1. Adding (1) and (2) 
yields that (Tl - lXT, - or) = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus, in the 
following, we may assume that k > 1. Let S, - co2 + l>Z be the k X k 
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matrix [ xij]. Then (I) and (2) imply that 
((al”2)1’2z +lk)[xijl((ala2)"2z +lk) 
= qs, - (a2 + l)Z)T, = - a2R,T, = a,a,S, - a2( a!1 + l)T, 
= ap2(s, - (a, + 1)Z) + a,a,( cY2 + 1)Z - cz2( “1 + l)T, 
= cqa2[ Xij] + cqcrz( a2 + 1) I 
- a2( a1 + l)( czp2)1’2z - a,( a1 + l)Jk. 
Carrying out the above multiplication and comparing the entries in the lower 
triangular parts of the resulting matrices on both sides yield that x2i = 
(o,a2)1’2(o, + I) - a,(o, + I), xsi = “’ = xki = 0, x32 = “* = xk2 = 
0, x43 = (a,c~,>‘/~( a2 + 1) - a2(a1 + l>, xs3 = *** = xk3 = 0, and so on. 
In particular, we obtain 
xjj-1 = 
( v2Y2 ( a2 + 1) - a,( a1 + 1) if j is even, 
0 if j is odd 
for2 <j <k. 
But comparing the (k, k) entries, we have 
- a,( crl + 1)( “py> 
which implies that Xkk_ 1 = (a,a2>‘/2(a, + 1) - a,((~~ + 1). This yields a 
contradiction, since k is odd and ( CX~‘Y~)~/~( o2 + 1) - a,(a, + 1) = 
[(a,a2y - 1][a2 - (a,a,>“2] # 0. 
Next, for T = [-(a,c~,)‘/~ +lk] @ cjm=l G3 [-(~~,a,)‘/~1 +Jkj], where 
k is odd, we can infer, by a similar argument to the above, that T E Q,,Q,,. 
Thus the proof is complete. ??
The next two lemmas provide the sufficiency condition of our main result 
(Theorem 2.11) of this section. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Zf T = (~~,a,)‘/~1 + Jk or T = -(a,(~$/~1 + Jk, where 
k is even, then T E Qa,Qae. 
Proof. First we consider the case that T = ( a1 CY,)~/“Z + Jk. Let 
and let R, and S, be the k X k matrices defined by 
R, = 
and 
R if k=2, 
R cl3 qR-1 if k=4, 
if k=4m+2, 
43 a,R-’ if k=4m+4 
1 if k=4m, 
I) $ S if k =4m+2. 
if k=2, 
It is easily seen that R, E Q,,, S, E Q,,, and 
(0, %Y x 
* 
((Y, nzpz Cp 
(a, a,)“2 --x 
4, s,, = (a, q)“2 cp( a, + 1) 
(~,%)"2 x 
(a*a2y2 . . 
0 
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where x = - ay2(a1 + 1) + cr;‘2( cx2 + 1). Since this matrix is similar to 
+x2) 1/2Z + Jk, we have T = (a,(~~)~‘~1 + Jk E Q,,Q,,. 
Next, for T = -_(a,cr2)‘/2Z + Jk, let 
R= 
ct.1 + 1 - ($2 
l/2 
*1 1 0 ’ 
and let S, R,, and S, be as above. Then R, E Q,,, S, E Qao, and R,S, is 
similar to - ( a1 ~x,)~/‘Z + lk. Hence T E Q,,Q,, , as we want. ??
LEMMA 2.10. Zf T is invertible and u(T) n CT((Y~CY,T-~) = 0, then 
T @ v2T+ E Q,,Q,,- 
Proof. Let 
Then R E Q,,, S E Q,_, and 
T 
RS = 
(a2 + l)T - a2(q + l)Z 
0 CYI ffzT-’ 
The latter matrix is similar to T CB a,a,T-‘, since a(T) n a(c~,cu,T-‘) = 
0. So the proof is complete. ??
Combining the above lemmas, we obtain the following 
THEOREM 2.11. A matrix T E Q,,Q,, if and only if T is similar 
to (D 8 CN,LY~D-~) 8 [(I - PQ) 63 cr,a,(Z - QP)-‘1 0 [q(Z - XI’) 8 
a,(Z - Yx>-l] 63 I CB cY,a,z G3 qz Cl3 a,z CB cy& 63 [(cqcV2)1’2z + 
pi ,” )= pzl @ I-((~,cu,>‘/“Z + ~~1, where 0, 1, crl, aYe, crlcrz,f 
1 2 l/2 E g(D); U(D) n u(~,cY, D-‘1 = 0; PQ, QP, XY, and YX are 
nilpotent, and all Jj and Jk are nilpotent Jordan blocks of even size. 
Proof. The sufficiency follows from Lemmas 2.3, 2.5, 2.9, and 2.10. To 
prove the necessity, note that T is similar to TI CB T, @ T3 CB T4 CB T5, where 
0, oJl> ff7_, o1o2. f (q4 1’2 E a(T,), 00’~) E (1, qo2), 4’s) 5 
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(a,,cr,], a@,) = ((ara,)1’2], and o(T,) = {-(a,(~,)~/~]. Lemma 2.1 im- 
plies that q E Q,,Q,, for each i = 1,2,3,4,5. Thus Z’r is similar to ara,T;’ 
by Lemma 2.6. Assume that /3 = ((or a,)r/’ and 0 < arg j3 < 72. Since Tl is 
similar to D, @ D,, where 
a(D,) E {z: z Z 0,I-d < IPI) 
and 
cr( D2) c {z : z # 0 and z-l E a( D,)}, 
the similarity of T, and ‘~~cq+T,’ implies the existence of an invertible 
matrix 
Ul v2 u= u 
[ 1 3 v, 
such that 
Then DIU, = V,(cr,c~,D;~) and cr(D,) n c((Y~(Y~D;~) = 0 imply that 
U, = 0 (cf. [9]>. Similarly, V, = 0. Hence both U, and V, are invertible, and 
thus D, is similar to 01cx2 Dll, as desired. ??
3. Q,,Q,,Q,,, IQI;, AND IQI:,I 
Our main result of this section is Theorem 3.8, which characterizes IQ]; 
and IQ];, r, and determines the corresponding lengths. To prove this theorem 
we need some necessary and/or sufficient conditions for T E Q,,Q,,Q,,, or 
IQ]:. We start with the following 
LEMMA 3.1. Let aI, ap, and CY~ be three nonzero complex numbers and 
T be an n x n matrix. Zf T E Qa,QazQa,, then dim ker CT - AZ) < in for 
h E C, h # 1, o!r, (Ya, (Yg, cYr(Yz, (Yl(Y3, (Y2(Y3. (Yl(Tp_(Yg, I!Z (a,a2a3Y’2. 
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Proof. Assume that T = ABC, where A E Q,,, B E Q,,, and C E Q,,. 
Let P be a square root of (Ye (Ye, let A be a nonzero complex number, and let 
X = ker( P-‘T - AZ), Y = ker( /I-‘TC-’ - AC-‘) 
and 
Z = ker[( p-‘TC-’ - hZ)( p-‘TC-’ - cx,'h~)] . 
ThendimX=dimY (=m), so2m-n<dim(XnY)<dimZ. Indeed, 
if x E X n Y, then 
(P-lTC-l - A’)( p-lTC-’ - cw,‘AZ)x 
= ( P-lTC-l - AZ)(AC-’ - a!,lAZ)x 
= p-1T(AC-2 - Aa,‘C-‘)x - (A2C-l - A2q1Z)x 
= P-‘T(AC-’ - Aa,‘Z)x - A%-‘x + A2c+ 
= A2C-‘x - A%,% - A2C-lx + A2+x = 0. 
Moreover, by Theorem 2.11, dim Z < n/2 for A # p-l, p-‘ol,, p-‘01~, 
j3-1~l~2, /3-‘cu,, P-‘a,a,, P-&a,, P-‘culcu2as, fa,112, whence m Q $n. 
Thus dimker (T - AZ) < $z for A E C and A # 1, cu,, (Ye, (us, (Y~(Y~, 
(Y~(Y~, (Y~(Y~, t~~(~~a!~, f(cr,cu,~Q/~, as desired. ??
COROLLARY 3.2. Let T be an n X n matrix. If T E IQlT(n), then dim ker 
(T - AZ) < znforany A E C with (Ai # 1. 
REMARK. Corollary 3.2 is sharp. To illustrate this, for n = 4m, where 
m = 1,2,..., let S = diag(i, i, $, 8) and T = Z,, 8 S. Since 
0 10 0 
10 0 0 
10 0 0 
0 0 01 
,o 010 
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is a product of three involutions, we have S E IQ1;(4), whence T E IQIRn>. 
Moreover, we have dim ker (T - +I) = 3m = tn. 
Next we will discuss some sufficient conditions for T E Qi or IQI”,. Our 
main tool is the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let a be a nonzero compkx number. Zf T is an n X n 
invertible cyclic matrix and A,, . . . , A, are complex numbers satisfying 
l-&hi = CY -’ det T, then there exist matrices A and B such that T = AB, 
A E Q,, and B is cyclic with CT(B) = {h,, . . . , h,}. 
Proof. Since T is similar to a companion matrix of the form 
C= 
0 a0 
1 *. 
0 an-2 
0 . 1 an-1 
we need only prove for C. For j = 1,. . . , n - 1, let bj be the coefficient of 
zj in the expansion of (z - A,) **a (z - A,,). Let 
A= 
and 
a 0 
aa,’ (al + 4) 1 
cYa,’ (a!2 + b2) 1 
ola,‘(a,_‘, + b,_,) * 1 
0 
1 
a-la0 
-b1 
-b-2 
-b,- 1 
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It is easily seen that C = AB, A E Q,, and B is cyclic with characteristic 
polynomial (z - A,) *a* (z - A,) [noting that ( - l)“cu-la, = (Y- ’ det T = 
lJ;=ihj]. Hence o(B) = {A,, . . . , A,}. w 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let (Y be a nonzero complex number, and let T be an 
n X n matrix. Zf T = T, @ T, @ *** Q T,,,, where each Tj is cyclic with size at 
least 2, and det T = a”‘“‘, then T E Qz. 
Proof. The cases LX = + 1 are treated in [8] and [15]. In the following, 
we assume that (Y # &- 1. Let dj = det(o-l?;), j = 1, . . . , m, and fuc a 
nonzero number c. By Lemma 3.3, for each j there exist matrices ,Aj and Bj 
such that C’Tj = AjBj, Aj E Q,, and c+(Bj) = {c(lJi,:di)-‘, 
~-‘<lI{=~d,>, 1,. . . , l}. If A = A, @ **a @ A,,, and B = B, @ *.* @ B,, then 
a-‘T = AB, A E Q,, and o(B) = {b,, . . . , bzm, 1,. . . , 11, where the bj’s 
satisfy b,:’ = bj+l for j = 2,4 ,..., 2m - 2 and bii = b,. Choose c such 
that the bj’s are different from + 1 and bj # bj+ 1. By [14, Theorem 2.11 
B E Q,Q,-1, whence T E Qp. ??
COROLLARY 3.5. Let p be a positive number, and let T be an n X n 
matrix. ZfT=T,@T,@ *** @ T,, where each ?; is cyclic with size at least 
2 and ldetT1 = P”+~, then T E IQI”,. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let T be an n X n matrix, and cu be a complex 
number with 1 aI = 1. Zf det T = (Y and dim ker (T - AZ) Q 3 fir any 
A # 0, then T E IQI;. 
Proof. Using Corollary 3.5 and the rational form for matrices, we are 
reduced to considering T in one of the following forms: 
0 1 a ’0 0 
a o , and 
0 a 1 0 0 
T, 0, 
0 a 1 
where a # 0 and Tl and T, are cyclic with size at least 2 and respective 
characteristic polynomials p, and p, satisfying p, I p, and p,(a) = pz(a) = 0. 
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All these cases can be handled by judiciously choosing the matrices in 
Lemma 3.3: 
(1): Let A and B be such that Tr = AB, A E Q,, and B is cyclic with 
a(B) = (a-l, 1,. . . , l}. Then, according as a = 1 or not, B is similar to 
Z+M or u-r 0 
0 1 ZfN’ 
where M and N are nilpotent. Hence T is the product of 
A 
0 
and a matrix similar to 
[z;M !j)] or 
0 
1 1 
u-l 0 0 
0 Z+N 0 
0 0 a 
the latter matrices belonging to Q!, by [3]. This proves our assertion for T. 
(2): Let P # 1 be a square root of (Y. We consider three subcases: 
(i) a = ~3. Choose A and B such that T, = AB, A E Q1, and B = Z + 
N, where N is nilpotent. Then T = (A CD I,)( B @ /3Z2) E QIQpQp-~ by 
[14, Theorem 2.11. Thus T E lQ[:. 
(ii) a = 1. Let A and B be as in (i) except that this time A E Q,. 
Then T = (A $ Z,)(B @ I,> E Q,Qf by [15, Theorem 1.71, whence T E 
IQI;. 
(iii) a # 1, /3. Let A and B b e such that T, = AB, A E Qp, and B is 
cyclic with a(B) = (a-‘, pa-‘, 1,. . . , l}. Then B is similar to 
[‘;l p;-l] @(Z+N), 
where N is nilpotent. Hence T is the product of 
1 0 
AcB 0 p [ I 
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and a matrix similar to 
Again, the latter matrix belongs to Q!, by [3]. Hence T E lQ1:. 
(3): Let d = det T,, and let p be a square root of (Y. We consider six 
subcases. 
(i) a = 1, d = p. Apply L 
that ?; = Aj Bj, Aj E Qp, 
emma 3.3 to obtain Aj, Bj, j = 1,2, such 
and Bj = I + Nj, where Nj is nilpotent. Then 
T = (A, CIJ AZ @I [l])(B, @ B, @ [l]) E QpQF by [15, Theorem 1.71, whence 
T E IQt. 
(ii) a = 1, d # p. Again, apply Lemma 3.3 to obtain Aj, Bj, j = 1,2, 
such that Tj = AjBj, Aj E Qp, and Bj is cyclic with a(B,) = 
{P-Id, 1,. . . , l} and (T( B,) = { pd-‘, 1,. . . , 1). Then B, and B, are similar 
to 
,F’d 0 
0 Z + N, 
0 
Z + N2 1 
respectively, where N, and N, are nilpotent. Hence T is the product of 
A, CD A, @ [l] and a matrix similar to 
[“I’” &] @ (I + N,) @ (I + N,) @ [l]. 
This latter matrix belongs to Q! 1 by [3], whence T E IQIT. 
(iii) a # 1, d = p. Applying Lemma 3.3 yields Aj, Bj, j = 1,2, as 
above, except that a( B,) = (1,. . . , 1) and c+(B,) = (a-‘, 1,. . . , 1). Then 
B, = Z + N,, and B, is similar to 
[ “,’ Z :Nj' 
where N, and N, are nilpotent. Hence T E IQlT as above. 
(iv) a z 1, d # /3, and d # u/3. Obtain Aj, Bj, j = 1,2, as above 
except that c+(B,) = { P-‘d, 1,. . . , 1) and a( B,) = I fide’, a-‘, 1,. . . , 1). 
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In this case, B, and B, are similar to 
respectively, with nilpotent N, and N,. Our assertion on T then follows as 
above. 
(v) a # 1, d f p, d = up, and a # - 1. Let Aj, Bj, j = 1,2, be such 
that 2; = AjBj, Aj E Q_,, and Bj is cyclic with a(B,) = {-a, 1,. . . , 1) and 
c+(B,) = {-a-‘,~-‘, l,..., 
we obtain that T E 1Q1:. 
1). Then, using a similar argument to the above, 
(vi) u+l,d#p,d=up,undu= -1. Let Aj,Bj,j=1,2,beasin 
(v> except that this time c+(B,) = (1,. . . , l} and c+(B,) = { -l,l,. . ., 1). 
Then, proceeding as above, the assertion on T follows. This completes the 
proof. W 
COROLLARY 3.7. 
(1) A 2 X 2 matrix T E IQlf if and only if ldet TI = 1. 
(2) A3X3or4X4mutrixT~IQI~ifundonZyiffdetTI=l. 
Proof. (1): w e need only prove the sufficiency. Let (Y = det T, and 
P z 1 be a square root of (Y. If T is a scalar matrix, then T = +PZ, E IQ11 
whence T E IQI;. If T is nonscalar, by [lo, Theorem l] there exist matrices 
A and B such that T = AZ3 and (T(A) = a(B) = (1, p}. Since A, B E Qp, 
we have T E Qi , whence T E IQI:. 
(2) followed immediately from Proposition 3.6. 
THEOREM 3.8. An n X n matrix T E IQIy(n> ifund only $T E IQIT,l(n> 
if and only if ldet T) = 1. Z n either case, the minimal number of required 
quadratic matrices is n if n = 1 or 2, 3 if n = 3 or 4, and 4 if n > 5. 
Proof. Clearly, IQIy<n> c IQlTJn) G {T : T is an n X n matrix with 
ldet TJ = 1). If ldet TJ = 1, we want to show that T E 1Q1:. Let a = det T, 
and let P be an nth root of CY and y be a square root of p. Then 
det P-‘T = 1. [14, Th eorem 2.51 implies that p-‘T = X, Xi ‘X, XT ‘, where 
each Xj E Q,. Therefore T = X,(yX;l>X,(yXi’) E Qz, whence T E IQI:. 
Next, to prove the sharpness assertion, we note that Corollary 3.2 is still 
true for T E IQ]:, l(n). If n 2 5, then T = [Cn] @ al,_ 1, where a # 0 and 
Ial # 1, cannot belong to IQ1 f, 1 by Corollary 3.2. For n = 3 (n = 4), let 
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T = [4] @ +z, (T = [8] @ +I,>. Then T G IQlf, 1 by Theorem 2.11. The proof 
is complete. ??
4. IQI; AND IQI;,I 
Throughout this section, p denotes a fixed positive number- diferent from 
1. In the following, we continue to study when a matrix T E IQ& or IQI”, 
and consider its length in terms of the determinant and the size of T. We 
start with the following characterization of T E IQI”,. The techniques for its 
proof are borrowed from [l] and [S, Lemma 21. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let T be an n X n matrix. Then T E IQI”, if and only zf 
log,ldet T I is an integer and rank (T - Z) < log, ldet T I. 
Proof. Necessity: Note first that for a matrix X E lQIP, we have 
rank(X - I) = log,ldet XI. If T = X,X, *** X,, where each Xj E lQIP, then 
rank(T - Z) 
= rank( X,X, 0.. X, - Z) 
= rank[( X,X, *** X, - X, *** X,) + (X, **. X, - X3 *a* X,) 
+ *** +(X,-,X, - XJ + (XVI - 91 
< rank( X,X, *** X, - X, *.* X,) + rank( X, *** X, - X3 *** Xm) 
+ 0.. +rank( X,X, - X,) + rank( X, - Z) 
= rank( X, - I) + rank( X, - Z) + .** +rank( X, - Z) 
= log,ldet X,( + log,ldet X,1 + *** +log,ldet X,1 
= log, fi ldet Xjl = logpldet TI. 
j=1 
Sufficiency: Let m = log, ldet T 1. The sufficiency is proved by induction 
onm.Form=Oor1,ran~T-Z)~m(=Oor1)impliesthatT=Z,,orT 
is similar to [a] @ Z,_i for some cr E C with IoI = p, whence T E IQI,. 
Now let us assume that the sufficiency is true for matrices S with log,ldet Sl 
an integer and rank(S - I) < log, ldet SI < m. Suppose now that T - Z has 
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a full rank factorization T - Z = FG, where F = [f,,f,, . . . ,f,] is n X r and 
is r x n, where xT denotes the transpose of the column vector x. Then for 
the matrix GF we have two cases to consider: 
(1) GF is a scalar matrix. Say GF = AZ,.. Then (T - Z)’ = A(T - I), 
whence T2 - (A + 2)T + (A + l>Z = 0. Therefore, we may assume that 
’ I z ’ 
where 0 < r Q m. If m = r, then p” = ldet TI = IA + 11’ implies that 
I A + 11 = p, whence T E IQI,. Otherwise m > r. In this case, 
’ 
I 1 
A+1 
0 I[[ 1 p @(A+ l)Z,-, 0 Z 0 Z 1 = s,s,, 
where S, E IQI, and logrldet S,I = m - 1 2 r = rank( I - S,). Thus, by 
the induction assumption, S, E IQl”,, whence T E IQI”,. 
(2) GF is not a scalar matrix. By [lo, Theorem I], there exists an r X r 
invertible matrix U such that 
U-‘GFU= [“T’ 11. 
Now write T - Z = (FUXVIG) = F’G’, where 
F’=FU=[fi,...,f:] and G’=U-lG= . 
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Then we arrive at p - 1 = eTU_lGFUe, = eTG’F’el = giTf;, which shows 
that the matrix X = Z + f;g’;r E IQI,. Moreover, rank(TX-’ - Z> = 
rank(T - X) = rank(F’G’ - f;glT) = r - 1 < log,ldet TX-‘I. Therefore, 
the induction implies that TX- ’ E IQI”, , whence T E IQI”, . This completes 
the proof. ??
Note that T E IQIT, 1 if and only if e_lT E IQl”p for some complex 
number E with 1~1 = 1. Indeed, if T = n;_,Xj, where Xi E Q,,,B,, Ia.1 = p, 
and I pjl = 1 for each j, then E- ’ T = I-I;: i pj - ‘Xj, where 6 L I’$‘!! 1 pi. 
Clearly, J&l = 1 and pT’Xj E IQI, for each j. Hence E-~T E IQIY. On the 
other hand, if E-IT = 17j”=1Xj, where Xj E IQI, for each j, then T = 
(eX,)llj”=,Xj E IQIF,I. Thus, by the above theorem, we have the following 
characterization of IQI”,, i. 
THEOREM 4.2. A complex matrix T E IQI”,, 1 if and only if log, ldet T I is 
an integer and rank(T - EZ) < log,ldet T I for some complex number e with 
l&l = 1. 
Next, we will consider the length problem for T E IQ&. Note that, by 
the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and 4.2, it has been shown that if T E lQl”,,l, 
T z EZ, where 1~1 = 1, and m = logpldet TI, then T E IQlr, 1. Now, at this 
stage, it seems very natural to ask if T E IQI’,,, for some positive integer 1 
smaller than m = logpldet T I. For matrices T with log,ldet T I > n + 1, the 
answer is affirmative (see e.g. Lemma 4.6). But, in Lemma 4.5, we will show 
that the situation is quite different for matrices T with logpldet T 1 < n. 
Lemma 4.5 is a consequence of the following 
LEMMA 4.3. Let T be an n X n matrix. Zf T E IQly, 1, then dim ker(T - 
AZ,,) < [(m - l)/m]log,ldetTI for any A E C with IAl # 1, p. 
Proof. It follows from the remark before Theorem 4.2 that we need 
only prove the lemma for the case that T E IQIT. We may assume that 
m 2 2. Suppose T = nJFx i X., where Xj E IQ1 P for each j. There is some 
xj> say X,, such that fog,ldet X,1 > (l/m> log, ldet T I. We have 
log,ldeti17j”,-,1Xj)l < [(m - l)/m]logPldet TI. Let K = kel(T - AZ,) fl 
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ker(lJy=-r’X, - I,) and d = dim ker(T - AZ,). Then, by Theorem 4.1, 
dim K = dimker(T - AZ,) + dr ‘m k er( zxj-In) 
- dim 
[ 
ker(T - AZ,) + k er(zxj -'n)] 
>d+n-rank(D’X,-I.) -n 
=cZ-rank(gXj-Z,,) 
.d-logPidet(WXj)i 
m-l 
ad- -log,ldet TI. 
m 
Since K is invariant for X, and X,,I K = (fl~z-llXj)-‘T (K = AZ,, where I, 
denotes the identity matrix on K, we have ker( X, - AZ,,) 2 K, which 
implies that dim ker( X, - AZ,) z dim K. Since X,, E IQI,, X, - AZ, is 
invertible for any A E C with I A( # 1, p. Therefore, dim kel(X, - AZ,,) = 0. 
From the above, we infer that d < [(m - l)/m]logrldet TI, as asserted. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let T be an n X n matrix. Zf T E lQlF,l, then 
dim kel(T - AZ,,) < [(m - l)/m](mn - log,ldet TI) for any A E C with 
IAl # pm, pm-‘. 
Proof, Assume that T = ny!= I Xj, where Xj E IQ1 P, r for each j. Then 
p”T-’ = n~z,pX~:l_j, which implies that p”T-’ E lQlF,l. Then, by the 
above lemma, we have 
dimker( pmT-’ - AZ,) < Glog,,ldet p”T-‘I 
= G(log,ldet p”Z,l + logpIck T-‘I) 
= G(mn - logrldet TI) 
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for any A E C, 1 Al # 1, p. Since dim ker( p”T-’ - AZ,,) = dim kel(T-’ - 
hp-“‘I,), our assertion follows immediately. ??
LEMMA 4.5. Let T be an n X n matrix with log,,ldet TI = m an integer. 
Zf 1 < m < n and rank(T - I,) Q m, then T E IQIT, whence T E IQlT,l, 
and m is sharp in the sense that there exists an n X n matrix T satisfying the 
above conditions but T E IQIT,T ‘. 
Proof. T E 1Q1; is a consequence of the proof in Theorem 4.1. For 
sharpness, we may assume that m > 1. Let a E C, lal # 0, 1, p, p’n’(m-l) 
and T = [ p”‘a’-‘“I @ aI,,,_ @ I,-,,,. Trivially, log,ldet TI = rank(T - I,,> = 
m. Assume that T E lQlF,y ‘. Then, by Lemma 4.3, 
m-2 
m - 1 = dim ker( T - aZ,) < -m 
m-l ’ 
Thus m2 - 2m + 1 < m2 - 2m, which is absurd. Therefore T G IQI F,j ‘. ??
LEMMA 4.6. 
n + 1 Q log 
Let T be an n X n matrix with log, (det T 1 an integer and 
ldet TI < 2n. Then T E IQI”,“, whence T E IQl”,ri’, and n + 1 
is sharp in t x e sense that there exists an n X n matrix T which satisfies the 
above conditions but T E lQl”,,l. 
Proof. Assume that log, ldet T I = n + i, where 1 < i < n. Since 
logpldet T(pZi @ Z,_j)-ll = n, 
whence T E IQ,;+‘. 
it follows that T(pZi @ I,_,)-’ E IQI”,, 
For the sharpness, let T = p(n+l)/“Zn. Clearly, n + 1 Q 
log,ldet TI < 2n. Assume that T E lQl”,,l. Then Lemma 4.3 implies that 
n=dimker(T-p (n+l)/“Z,,) < [(n - l)/n](n + 1). So n2 Q n2 - 1, which 
is impossible. The proof is complete. ??
Next, we will examine the length problem for T with log,ldet T I large. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let T be an n X n matrix with log,ldet TI = n(n + k) - i, 
wherek=0,1,2 ,... andi=1,2 ,..., n-l.ThenTEIQl~~lk+l,andn+ 
k + 1 is sharp. 
Proof. Since 
log,ldet[ P”+~T-‘( PZ,_~ 8 Ii)]1 = n, 
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P n+kT-l( PZ,_~ @ Ii) E lQ1;,1 
by Lemma 4.5. Assume that p”+kT-‘(pZ,_i @ Ii> = Il;slXj, w!yeIXj E 
IQ1 p, 1 for each j. Then T = . For 
the sharpness, let Tki = p 
p’Z,(pI,-i @ Zi>ny=ipXi+i_j E IQIp,l 
Tki E lQl”,ri”> 
n+ -“‘“I,. Clearly, logpldet Tkil = n(n + k) - i. If 
then by Corollary 4.4, 
n = dimker(Tk, - p”+k-i/nZ,,) 
y:,‘rt n+k-1 Q n + k)n - logpldetTkil] = n + k i < i, 
which contradicts our assumption that i < n. Hence our assertion follows. ??
LEMMA 4.8. Let T be an n X n matrix with logpldet TI = n(n + k - l), 
where k = 0, 1,2, . . . . Then T E IQI”,~~“, and n + k is sharp. 
Proof. 
T E lQl;ri”. 
As in the proof of the above lemma p”+ kT- ’ E IQI”,, 1 whence 
To prove the assertion on sharpness, consider the n X n matrix 
P 
Obviously, logpldet Tkl = n(n + k - 1). Assume that Tk E lQli+k-l, say 
Tk = nJ’z+lkmlXj, where Xj E Q,,p,, lorjl = p, and I pjl = 1 for each j. Then 
the fact that each Xj has logpldet Xjl < n forces log,ldet X,1 = n for each j. 
Thus Xj = cyjZ, for all j. Hence Tk is a scalar matrix, which contradicts the 
definition of Tk. ??
Next we consider the length problem for those matrices T with log, ldet T I 
of “middle size”. 
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LEMMA 4.9. Let T be an n x n matrix with log,]det TI = mn, mn + 1, 
or mn + 2, where n > 4 and m = 2, . . . , n - 2. Then T E IQ1 F+ 2, whence 
T E IQI;,:“, and m + 2 is sharp. 
Proof. 
(1) log,ldet TI = mn. Since ldet p -‘“TI = 1, it follows that det p-“T = 
e ie, whence det e-is/“p-m T = 1 for some 0, 0 < 8 < 27r. [14, Theorem 2.51 
implies that e -iO’“p-mT = X,X,1X,X,‘, where Xj E Q “‘BP” for each j. 
Thus T = p m-2Z”X1(pe 
T E IQ,;+‘. 
iOD”X; 1)X,( peiO/2”X; 1) E Q;- ‘QiE,b/~“, whence 
On the other hand, the matrix T = pm”/(“-l)Z”_ 1 @ [l] has 
log, ldet T I = mn and T P IQlF,: ’ by Corollary 4.4. 
(2) 1og”ldet T I = mn + 1 or mn + 2. We consider two subcases. 
(i> T is a scalar matrix. If log”]det TI = mn + 1, then T = am+ ““Z”, where 
lo] = p. Let 
T &ag( ffl’“, a2-l’“, cx3’“, a2-3’“, . . . , an’“) = 
i 
if n is odd, 
1 
&ag( a’/“, a2-‘/“, a3/“, a2-3/“, . . . , a2-(“-‘)/“) if n is even, 
and 
diag( u2, Q2/n, &2-2/n, a4/“, &z-4/“, . . . , a(“-l)/“, ,2-(“-1)/“) 
T, = if n is odd, diag(a2, (y2/“, a2-2/“, (y4/“, a2-4/“, . . . , a2-(“-z)/“, a”/“) 
if n is even. 
Then both T, and T, E Qi by [14, Theorem 2.11. Since T = ( (Y’“-~Z,,)T~T~, 
we have T E Qr+2, whence T E IQ,;+‘. 
then T = p m+2/“Z”, where I PI = p. Let 
Similarly, if log”]det T 1 = mn + 2, 
T, = diag( p2’“, P4”‘, . . . , p2”‘“) and 
T, = diag( p2”/“, p(2”-2)/“, . . . , ,‘I”). 
Then T = ( p”z-2 Z”)TIT2 and both T, and T, E Q$ by [14, Theorem 2.11 
again. Thus T E lQ[y’ 2, as asserted. 
(ii) T is not a scalar matrix. Since det T = cxn”+l or (Y ‘““+‘, where lo] = p, 
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[lo, Theorem 11 implies that cx- “‘T is similar to AB, where 
A= 
a 0 
a 
* CY” 
and a = 1 or 2. By the Jordan canonical form, B is similar to (aI,_ 1 + N) 
$ [ a’], where N is nilpotent. [14, Theorem 2.11 implies that B E Qt. 
Similarly, A E Qf and hence T E lQ[F’ ‘. 
For the sharpness of m + 2, let T, = p”“/(“- ‘)I,_ 1 CB [ p] and T, = 
P mn/(n-l)Zn_l @ [ p2]. Then log,ldet T,I = mn + 1, logpldet T,I = mn + 2, 
and both T,, T, @ IQ/$ ’ by Corollary 4.4. This completes the proof. ??
LEMMA 4.10. Let T be an n X n matrix with log, ldet T I an integer and 
mn+2<logpldetTI<(m+l)n, where n>4 and m=2,3,...,n-2. 
Then T E IQ,;“, whence T E IQI:,:“, and m + 3 is sharp. 
Proof. Assume that log,ldet T I = mn + i, 3 < i < n. Then 
log,ldet T(p-‘Ii @ Z,_i)l = mn, so T(p-‘Zj @ Z,_i) E IQ,:+’ by Lemma 
4.9 and hence T E lQ[F”. To prove the sharpness assertion, let T,,, = 
pm+l-l/nZ,. Then mn + 2 < log,ldet T,I < (m + l>n, and T,,, G IQ,:,:’ by 
Corollary 4.4 again. ??
For any real number x, let 1 xl denote the least integer which is larger 
than or equal to x. 
THEOREM 4.11. Let T be an n X n matrix which belongs to IQI”,, I. Then 
the minimal number of quadratic matrices required is 
(1) for n = 2, 
and 
log, ldet T 1 if log,ldet TI = 1,2, 
[$logPldetTI] + 1 if log,ldet TI > 3; 
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(2) for n = 3, 
log p ldet T I 
4 
3 
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if log,ldet Z’J = 1,2,3, 
if logpldet TI = 4,5, 
if log,ldet TI = 6, 
and 
[i log,ldet Tl] + 1 if log,(det TI 2 7; 
(3) for n > 4, 
log, ldet T 1 if log,ldet TI = 1,2, . . . . n, 
n+1 if n + 1 < log,ldetTl < 2n, 
m+2 if log,ldet TI = mn, mn + 1, ormn + 2, 
where 2<m<n-2, 
m+3 if mn + 2 < log,JdetTI < (m + l)n, 
where 2<m<n-2, 
n if log,ldet TI = n( n - l), 
and 
n+k+l if logpldet TI = n( n + k) - i, 
where k>OandO<i<n-1. 
Proof. If n = 2, then (1) is a consequence of Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8. For 
n = 3, the cases log,ldet TI = 1, 2, 3, and 4 follow from Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, 
and if log,ldet TI = 5, then T E IQI”,, 1 by Lemma 4.6, and 4 is minimal, 
since the matrix T = p5j3Z3 E lQl”,,l by Corollary 4.4. As for the cases 
logpldet Tl > 6, they all can be proved by Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8. Finally, for 
n 2 4, (3) follows from Lemmas 4.5-4.10. ??
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REMARK. For any matrix T with size n, Theorem 4.2 gives a characteri- 
zation of T E IQI”,,l(n>. I n cases that n = 2 or 3, the corresponding length 
problem is completely solved by Theorem 4.11 in terms of the determinant of 
T. But for n > 4, Theorem 4.11 only solves the corresponding length 
problem in a rough way. To illustrate this, for n > 4, let 
R, = {T : T is an n X n matrix with log,ldet T 1 = n + 2} 
and 
S,={T:TisannXnmatrixwithn+1<logpldetTl<2n). 
Then Theorem 4.11 shows that S, c [Ql”,Tll(n) and n + 1 is sharp in the 
sense that there exists T E S, such that T E IQI”,, l(n). But, on the other 
hand, there exists a subclass of S,, for example R,, such that n + 1 is not 
sharp for R, (cf. Theorems 4.15 and 4.16). 
It seems difficult to solve the length problem completely for n > 4. In 
the following, we will restrict ourselves to solving it completely for matrices 
with size 4 or 5. To do so, we need several lemmas. The following one is true 
for matrices with size n > 4. 
LEMMA 4.12. 
(a) Let T be an n X n matrix with log ldet TI = mn - 1, where n > 4 
and m = 2, . . . , n - 2. Then T E lQly+‘, whence T E IQIY,:“, and m + 2 is 
sharp. 
(b) Let T be an n x n matrix with log,ldet T I = mn - 2, where n > 4 
and m = 2,. . . , n - 2. Then T E lQly+‘. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 4.9, and we omit it. ??
From the above lemma, we know that for a 4 X 4 (5 X 5) matrix T, if 
logpldet TI = 6 (8), then T E IQI;, 1. Is the number 4 sharp? In the following, 
we will show that in the former case it is not sharp (Lemma 4.131, while in 
the latter case it is (Theorem 4.16). 
LEMMA 4.13. Let T be a 4 X 4 matrix. If logpldet T 1 = 6, then T E 
IQI”,, whence T E lQl”,,l, and 3 is sharp. 
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Proof. Using Corollary 3.5 and the Jordan canonical form for matrices, 
we are reduced to considering T in one of the following forms: 
a 0 
(1) l a 
[ 1 b ’ 0 b 
C 0 
(2) c 
[ 1 
c ’ 
0 d 
, and g 0 
(4) * : 
I 1 g ’ 0 * g 
where a # b, c # d, e #f, and la121b12 = lc131dl = le131f I = lg14 = p6. Most 
of these cases can be handled by judiciously choosing the matrices A and B 
in Lemma 3.3: 
(1): Let A and B be such that 
= AB, 
A E Q,, and B is cyclic with a(B) = (up-‘, a). Then B is similar to 
[ 1 up-’ 0 0 a’ 
Hence T is the product of 
and a matrix similar to diag(ap-‘, a, bp-‘, b). Since (up-‘1 Ib( = (al Ibp-‘1 = 
p2, the latter matrix belongs to IQli by Theorem 4.1. Therefore T E IQI;. 
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(2): Since c # d, 
c 0 1 1 0 d 
is cyclic. Let A and B be such that 
c 0 
[ 1 o d =AB, 
A E Q,, and B is cyclic with a(B) = { p3ce1, pP4c2d}. Then B is similar 
to 
p3c-l 0 I 0 p-4c2d ’ 
Hence T is the product of 
[ 1 p ’ @A 0 1 
and a matrix similar to diag( p-‘c, c, p3ce1, pA4c2d). Since I p-lc( I p3C11 = 
ICI I p-4c2dl = p2, the latter matrix belongs to 1Q1: by Theorem 4.1 again. 
(3): We consider three subcases. 
(i) lel = p. By [14, Theorem 2.11, 
[ e 01 0 e 1 0 Oe1 CAB, where A, B E Q,. 
Hence T = (A 63 [el)(B @ [e]X13 @ [e-2_fl) E Qi. 
(ii) lel = p5i3. Let A and B be such that 
[ e 0 1 0 e 1 0 O e1 CAB, 
where A E Q, and B is cyclic with a(B) = {p-l, p3, Pw3e3}. Then B is 
similar to diag( p-‘, p3, p -3e3). Thus T is the product of A @ [p] and a 
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matrix similar to diag( p-‘, 
to /Ql’, by Theorem 4.1. 
p3, pm3e3, p-l_/-). Again the latter matrix belongs 
(iii) I el # p, ps13. Let A and B be such that 
[ e 01 0 e 1 0  e1 =AB, 
A E Q 
f 
, and B is cyclic with a(B) = {p’, 1, pm3e3}. Then B is similar to 
3 3 diag(p‘ , 1, p- e ). Thus T is the product of A @ [ p] and a matrix similar to 
diag( p2, 1, pe3e3, p-‘f). As in (ii), T E IQI”,. 
(4): Since 
‘1 0 
1 
1 
0 g-lb, 1 
b”, g 
0 
II I b2g 1 0 b3 g 
Igp-1/2/ = p, and Igp’/‘l = p2, we have T E IQ/“, by Theorem 4.1. 
For the sharpness, let T = p 3/2Z4. Then logpldet TI = 6 and T E IQI”,, 1 
by Lemma 4.3. The proof is complete. ??
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Let T be a 5 X 5 matrix. Zf log,ldet T 1 = 7, then T E IQI”,, 1 and 5 is sharp. 
Proof. Assume that a(T) = {a,, uz, cxg, cx4, (Ye}. Since logpldet TI = 7, 
we have In;= 1 czji = p’. To show that T E IQlt, we consider two cases 
separately. 
(1) All oj are distinct. Then T is similar to S = diag(a,, (~a, (~a, (Ye, os). 
Let S, = diag(cr,, oz, p3~~1~~1, cx4, phil) and S, = diag(1, 1, 
P -3a,~2cx3, 1, p-2~,~g). Then, by Theorem 4.1, S, = diag(a,, 02, 
p3cx;‘~i1) CB diag(q, p2cxi11 E lyl”p and S, E IQI”,. Since S = S,S,, we 
have S E IQI”, and hence T E IQI,. 
(2) There exist two oj’s say cxq and os, such that oyq = (us = (Y. Then, by 
the Jordan canonical form, T is similar to a matrix of the form 
ff2 0 
Pl a2 
P2 a3 
P3 ff 
0 P4 ff 
We need only prove our assertion for S. Let 
s, = 
0 
ff2 
I32 P %q lcri 1 
p”, p%-1 
0 
1 
P-3ff,a2 
03 1 
P 
-2a2 
and 
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By Theorem 4.1 again, S, E IQl”, and S, E IQl”,. Moreover, 
a1 0 
Pl ff2 
SlS, = P2 ff3 
P3 a * 
0 ff-lp,& P4 ff 
The latter matrix is similar to S, since S,S,U = US, where 
Thus S E IQl”, and hence T E lQl”,, as we want. 
For sharpness, let T = p 7’5Z5. Clearly, log,ldet T I = 7. Suppose that 
T = T,T,T,T,, where lj E Q,,aj, lcvjl = p, and lpjl = 1 for each j = 
1,2,3,4. If there is at least one Zj, say T4, with logP ldet T,I > 3, then it 
follows from p ‘15TL1 = T1T2T3 and Theorem 4.1 that 
O=dimker p [( 7’5fiP~1)T~1-Zs] =dimker(fi@‘q-Zs) 
=5-rank fip;‘T,-Zs 
( j=l ) 
> 5 - log,ldet T,T,T,I 
>5-4=1, 
which is a contradiction. Thus each Tj has logpldet TjI < 2. Since 
I;= ,logr ldet ?;I = 7, we may assume that log,ldet TII = log,ldet T,I = 
logrldet T,I = 2 and logpldet T41 = 1. Then, by Theorem 4.1, 
dirnker(fipF’q-I,) =5-rank(fipy1q-Z5) 
> 5 - logpldet T3T41 = 5 - 3 = 2 
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and 
Theorem 2.11 and [14, Theorem 2.11 imply that dim ker[n;, 1 fijT1q - 
(a,a, pm7/& P4)Z5] > 2. Therefore 
Thus, by Theorem 2.11 and [14, Theorem 2.11 again, we have 
dim ker[nf= 3 fljT ‘q - ( p -14/5n~=1aj #I,] > 2. Hence 
- dim(ker[h&‘q - ( pm”‘5hajPj)Zs] + ker( PT1T4 -1s)) 
2 2 + dimker( pT1T4 - Z5) - 5 
= 2 - rank( &‘T, - Z5) = 2 - logpldet T41 = 1. 
This is a contradiction again, and the proof is complete. 
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We are now ready to solve completely the length problem of 4 X 4 and 
5 X 5 matrices in terms of log ldet TI. Using Theorem 4.11 and Lemmas 
4.12 and 4.13, we obtain the fol owmg P 
THEOREM 4.15. Let T be a 4 X 4 matrix and T E lQl”,,l. Then the 
minimal number of quadratic matrices required is 
and 
logpldet TI if 1ogJdet TI = 1,2,. . . ,5, 
3 if logpldet TI = 6, 
4 if 1ogJdet TI = 7,8,9,10, 
5 if log,ldetTl = 11, 
4 if log,ldetTI = 12, 
k+5 if log,ldetTl = 4(4 + k) - i, where k > 0 and 0 < i f 3. 
For a 5 X 5 matrix T, we have 
THEOREM 4.16. Let T be a 5 X 5 matrix and T E IQI”,, 1. Then the 
minimal number of quadratic matrices required is 
log,ldet T I if log,ldet Tl = 1,2, . . . . 6, 
5 if logpldet TI = 7, 
4 if log,ldet TI = 8,9,10,11,12, 
5 if 1ogJdet TI = 13,14,15,16,17,18, 
6 if logpldet TI = 19, 
5 if logpldet TI = 20, 
and 
k+6 if log,ldet TI = 5(5 + k) - i, where k > 0 and 0 < i < 4. 
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Proof. By Theorem 4.11 and Lemmas 4.12 and 4.14, we need only 
consider the following cases: log,(det TI = 6, 8, 13, and 18. 
First, if log ldet TI = 6, then T E IQI”,, 1 by Theorem 4.11, and 6 is sharp 
by the proof of Lemma 4.6. 
yext, if logpldet TI = 8 (respectively, log,ldet TI = 131, then T E lQ$, 1 
(I$,,) by Lemma 4.12. For the sharpness, let T, = diag(p’/‘, p’/‘, p118, 
P , p15j2) and T, = p1315Z5. Then log,ldet T,I = 8, and Tl E lQl”,,l by 
Lemma 3.1. On the other hand, logpldet T,I = 13. By the proof of Lemma 
4.14, p4Ti1 = pi/5Z5 @ lQl”,,l and hence T, P IQ&. 
Finally, if logpldet TI = 18, then log,ldet p5TP11 = 7. Hence p5T-’ E 
lQl”,,l by Lemma 4.14, and so is T. To show that 5 is sharp, let T = ~~“~1~. 
Then logpldet TI = 18 and T E lQl”,,l by Corollary 4.4. This completes the 
proof. ??
We would like to thank the referee for pointing out some ambiguities in 
the original version of this paper. 
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